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J2R

ACT 1
Introduction

& The Problem



STORYBOOKS AREN’T REAL LIFE
We all know about the power of story: it’s a force that can’t be denied. In fact, if 
you’re not using storytelling in your business you’re making a huge mistake.

But as much as we want it to be true, life is not like a novel or blockbuster movie. The 
hero doesn’t always win, and not everyone can be a superhero. In business, who’s 
the real hero?



TURNING CUSTOMERS INTO CHARACTERS

What If We Were Real Clear On The Hero? What If Customers Were  The Heroes 
And Could Live A Storybook Ending? What If They Actively Sought You Out To 
Be Their Guide? What Would That Storyline Look Like?



J2R

ACT 2
Story Structure 

For Movies & Books



THE UNIVERSAL STORYLINE
Most books and movies do the same  thing. In 1949, Joseph Campbell made storytelling 
simple for everyone. After analyzing thousands of myths and stories, he mapped out 12 
distinct steps for the hero. With the right elements, these steps created remarkable stories.

But 12 Steps Is Too Many . . . 



BASIC STORY STRUCTURE
12 can be reduced to 7.

A simplified version of Joseph Campbell’s Hero’s Journey might look like this:
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TWO WORLDS

1: Customer-Hero 
& Setting

3: Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

4: Showdown

5: Good 
Outcome
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THE ORDINARY WORLD

Steps In The ORDINARY World
1.   Character & Setting: Description of the hero & their ordinary world. 
2.   Big Problem: Problem leading to a Call To Action 
3.   Guide & Plan: Mentorship, collaboration, skills training, and solution

Most books and movies today follow the same  turning points through two different worlds.The 
Ordinary World and The Remarkable World. The Ordinary world is  the typical world for the  main 
character. It might not be pretty, but it’s familiar to them.

ORDINARY / BORING / AVERAGE



THE REMARKABLE WORLD

Steps In The REMARKABLE World
4.   Trials & Commitment: Point of no return, key insight, temporary wins and losses
5.   Lowest Point: Deepening of problem, higher stakes, major setback 
6.   Showdown: Climax, the moment of truth 
7.   Outcome: Result of effort & aftermath

The  Remarkable World is  where  story and character transformations happen. It’s the world 
where  anything is  possible. It’s where  heroes are  challenged and villains emerge. It’s the exact 
opposite of the Ordinary World. 

REMARKABLE / UNKNOWN / SPECIAL



BASIC STORY STRUCTURE SUMMARY

1: Character 
& Setting

3: Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

4: Trials

6: Showdown

7: Good 
Outcome

5: Lowest Point

7: Bad
Outcome

The Ordinary World
1.   Character & Setting: Description of the hero & their ordinary world
2.   Big Problem: Problem leading to a Call To Action
3.   Guide & Plan: Mentorship, collaboration, skills training, & solution

The Remarkable World
4.   Trials & Commitment: Point of no return, key insight, temporary wins and losses
5.   Lowest Point: Deepening of problem, higher stakes, major setback  
6.   Showdown: Climax, the moment of truth  
7.   Outcome: Result of effort & aftermath 

Character > Problem > Guide > Trials > Lowest-Point > Showdown > Outcome

Basic Storyline
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MOVIE EXAMPLE 1
The Devil Wears Prada

Andrea Sachs: Andrea is a 
college grad who moves from 
her ordinary, familiar college 
town to New York City. She is 
pursuing a career as an editor.

Problem: Andrea must deal with her 
tyrannical boss, Miranda Priestly. 

Getting through an internship with her 
would open lots of doors in the editor 

world.

Guide & Plan: With help from 
Nigel, Andrea will learn how to 
be the best intern Miranda has 

ever had.

Trials: Miranda gives Andrea 
near-impossible tasks that send
her job, relationship, and sanity 

into peril.

Lowest-Point: Andrea uses others
in many ways to get what she wants.

She breaks up with Nate and
sleeps with Christian, a product
of a toxic culture she thrives in.

Showdown: Andrea realizes in true 
coming-of-age story fashion, the real

villain is herself. She chooses to
accept a moral life over one of 

superficial success.

Outcome: Andrea quits her job
with Miranda, but still gets a 

glowing recommendation 
from her.



MOVIE EXAMPLE 2
The Matrix

Neo: A hacker by night 
encounters a weird

message on his computer.

Problem: Neo realizes the
world is not as it seems: it’s far worse. 

He has a chance to change it, but is he
The One?

Guide & Plan: Morpheus plans
on helping Neo beat the Agent 

programs that perpetuate an 
illusionary world where Agents 

can wreak havoc.

Trials: Neo learns new skills to 
beat the Agents, but  fails at 

several tests. People still 
doubt his greatness.

Lowest-Point: 
Neo nearly dies.

Showdown: Neo and Agent Smith
face off. It doesn’t matter if Neo
is the chosen one: he believes in 

himself and that makes him invincible.

Outcome: Neo defeats all
the agents and saves the world

from destruction.



A BETTER HERO
So back to what marketers have been doing for centuries . . . acting like the real hero.

The greatest companies in history have always made customers the hero.

The Business or Product Story is secondary to the Customer Story.

Some call this Customer Empathy or Customer-Centric business.

This is very old news, we get it!

But something is still wrong with the story part . . . 



A BETTER STORYLINE

As Much As We Try, The Customer Journey Does Not Follow Basic Story 
Structure.

It’s too long, it’s too formulaic, and it’s too complicated. More importantly . . . 
Why put the customer through a heavy Trial and Lowest Point? That’s not 
helping! We need a better storyline.



J2RACT 3
Why Traditional Story 

Structure Doesn’t Work 
For Business



BASIC STORY STRUCTURE FAILS CUSTOMERS

1: Customer-Hero 
& Setting

3: Self-Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

4: Trials

6: Showdown

7: Good 
Outcome

5: Lowest Point

7: Bad
Outcome

Some customers don’t realize or accept that they need an expert guide to help them solve their problem.
Instead, they take  things into their own hands. The result is experiencing endless frustration and little 
progress. The customer gets trapped in the wrong storyline.

Customer-Hero > Problem > Guide > Trials > Lowest-Point > Showdown > Outcome

The Negative Narrative
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CUSTOMER EPIPHANY STORYLINE

1: Customer-Hero 
& Setting

3: Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

4: Trials

6: Showdown

7: Good 
Outcome

5: Lowest Point
& New Call To Action

7: Bad
Outcome

Some customers do realize or accept that they need an expert guide to help them solve their problem. 

Great marketing helps prospective customers have this epiphany!

Customer-Hero > Problem > Guide > Trials > Lowest-Point > Showdown > Outcome

Customer Epiphany
Storyline
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 THE CUSTOMER-HERO & GUIDE

1: Customer-Hero 
& Setting

3: Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

The Customer-Hero & 
Guide Relationship

When committed customers find the 
right guide, success is inevitable.

Guides are the catalysts for change. An experienced guide  always has a great plan: they’re the complete 
package. The role  of the  guide  is to  empower Customer-Heroes to execute  a good plan, learn through 
experience, and get results.
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J2R

ACT 4
Story Structure 

For Customers & Businesses



IDEAL CUSTOMER STORY STRUCTURE

1: Customer-Hero 
& Setting

3: Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

4: Trials

4: Showdown

5: Good 
Outcome

5: Lowest Point

7: Bad
Outcome

When customers do realize  they need an expert guide, the  storyline changes. Finding the  right guide 
makes life  simpler. From here, a custom plan is  devised and executed until a favorable outcome is reached. 
Two unpleasant steps are skipped. 

Customer-Hero > Problem > Guide > Trials > Lowest-Point > Showdown > Outcome

6: Showdown

7

Ideal Customer 
Storyline

There is no need for the Customer-Hero to suffer like a storybook hero!
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CUSTOMER-HERO STORY STRUCTURE

1: Customer-Hero 
& Setting

3: Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

4: Showdown

5: Good 
Outcome

Customer-Hero > Problem > Guide > Showdown > Outcome

Customer-Hero
Story Structure

© ArliePeyton.com

Understand the customer pain through 
learning their backstory and who they 

are as a character.

Don’t make  the  mistake  of dragging the customer through the struggle. They call on you, the guide, to 
eliminate or mitigate the pain. Therefore, understand their story better, not just the pain.
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CUSTOMER-HERO STORIES

1: Customer-Hero 
& Setting

3: Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

4: Showdown

5: Good 
Outcome
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The goal is to make the 
Customer-Hero feel transformed!

Doing “business as usual” doesn’t have to be boring. In fact, great results for customers can create  a 
remarkable transformation in them and/or their business. That’s a story worth telling, which means more 
business for you.
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EXAMPLE 1: In-Person Services
Customer-Hero > Problem > Guide > Showdown > Outcome

Customer-Hero: American 
Female, 20 years old, single, no 

kids, some college, lower tax 
bracket, tech savvy, & athletic. 

Problem: Healthy hair, 
but lots of split ends.

Looks bad.

Guide & Plan: 
Professional Stylist

Showdown: The guide 
administers the perfect cut 

and dry process.

Outcome: Great hair
and a system to improve 

hair health and shine.



EXAMPLE 2: Software As A Service
Customer-Hero > Problem > Guide > Showdown > Outcome

Customer-Hero: Swedish 
Female, 34 years old, married, 2 

kids, college grad, upper tax 
bracket, entrepreneur, tech savvy.

Problem: Unorganized
billing and business record-keeping for a 

growing small business. Late bills and taxes.

Guide & Plan: 
Accounting 

Consultant for SaaS 
product.

Showdown: Customer 
onboarding, software education,
setting up processes, automating

tasks, generating reports,  
handling penalties.

Outcome: Business set up for 
success. Customer can now focus 

more on building her business, 
not accounting or billing.



EXAMPLE 3: Physical Products
Customer-Hero > Problem > Guide > Showdown > Outcome

Customer-Hero: Dutch Female, 
26 years old, engaged, no kids, 

college grad, middle tax bracket,
social worker, tech challenged,

athletic.

Problem: Customer is a runner who doesn’t 
know how to use tech to improve 

10K runs. She has “tried everything.”

Guide & Plan: 
Shoe Salesperson

Showdown: Customer inquiry,
running observations, shoe 

testing, syncing with smart phone,
recording data.

Outcome: Customer-Hero
tests shoes with several runs,

has less pain, & improves times.



J2R

ACT 5
How To Apply The

Customer-Hero 
Story Structure



AD-LIB CUSTOMER STORY FINDER

1. My customers are... ___________________________________________________________.

2. An unaddressed pain is... ______________________________________________________.
3. My best solution for them is... _________________________________________________.

4. To succeed, they must confront... ______________________________________________.

5. A good outcome entails... _____________________________________________________.



AD-LIB CUSTOMER STORY FINDER
Example

1. My customers are... women, age 25-40, single, USA, millennials, marketing pro’s, in project management      

2. An unaddressed pain is... failed deadlines due to the disorganization of multiple teams, projects, & phases    

3. My best solution for them is... Cloud-based Project Planner and Task Decomposition Workflow software  

4. To succeed, they must confront... All-staff software onboarding and consistently updating projects         

5. A good outcome entails... Seamless integration, reasonably priced, customizable, and real-time updates   



HUSTLE & FLOW

1: Customer-Hero 
& Setting

3: Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

4: Showdown

5: Good 
Outcome

Customer-Hero > Problem > Guide > Showdown > Outcome

Hustle & Flow
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Get Busy Winning.

The  space between Plan to the Showdown is the  longest. It’s 3 of the 7 units. This  represents the 
Customer-Hero and Guide executing on a plan. Together, they make it up the “road to victory”. This could 
be a long or short road, but it’s the place where Hustle & Flow happens.
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PAIN IS THE VILLAIN

1: Customer-Hero 
& Setting

3: Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

4: Showdown

5: Good 
Outcome

Pain Is The Villain

For customers, the problem brings about pain. It can be their biggest pain, or a recent unaddressed pain.
In understanding the problem, you’re uncovering the pain. Products that solve the key customer pains win.

© ArliePeyton.com

Always look for
unaddressed, common, big 

pains. Then provide a 
compelling solution.
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CUSTOMER EMPATHY

1: Customer-Hero 
& Setting

3: Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

4: Showdown

5: Good 
Outcome

Customer Empathy

Understanding customers is  key. When that is done, the  right products and services are made. Customers 
become happy. Customer loyalty ensues. Map your customer’s  journey to provide clear communication 
and branding all along the way.
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Key Customer Questions
1. What is my exact target market’s world like?
2. What are my customer’s greatest struggles?
3. How can I provide them with a clear solution?
4. What challenges must we ultimately overcome?
5. How do they define success?
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BRANDING & COPYWRITING

1: Customer-Hero 
& Setting

3: Guide & Plan

2: Big Problem

4: Showdown

5: Good 
Outcome

Website Branding
& Copywriting

Great branding and copy communicates in seconds. On your website, do you quickly get down to business 
and serve their needs? At the  end of their evaluation, will they complete the process by taking the  next 
step? (Fill out a form, call, or write?) The following sequence still applies! Answer the  branding questions 
right and you’re well on your way to acquiring new customers.

© ArliePeyton.com

Website Questions
1. Does my customer feel like they’re in the right place?
2. Do I clearly and quickly address their gateway problem?
3. Does the prospect know what to do next on my site?
4. Is there enough trust to complete the Call To Action?
5. Will they feel good about taking the first step?
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SUMMARY

© JourneyToRemarkable.com

What Customers Wish 
Their Story Looked Like.

What other marketer’s think
it looks like. (The Hero’s Journey)

What the Customer-Hero 
story should look like.
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Customer-Hero Checklist

I have made my customers the hero in the story.

I have identified the common problems of my ideal customer-hero.

I have clearly demonstrated I’m the ideal mentor of their story. 

I have the skills to help the hero take on any challenge or showdown.

I have planned another transformational victory for the customer-hero.



END

THE



Boost Your Online Marketing
ArliePeyton.com is a digital marketing agency based 
in Portland, Oregon. Get results-based services in 
Branding, Content Marketing, SEO, and Business 
Consulting. 
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